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Why choose Leawo PowerPoint to DVD Pro?

Make Universal DVD, Blu-ray Disc or Video from PowerPoint Presentations
Add Something Special for Output DVD/Blu-ray Disc/Video Slideshows
Convert Quicker, Better with Leawo PowerPoint to DVD Pro

A master program that empowers you to burn a compelling PowerPoint file to DVD movie
for enjoying on a TV or projector with DVD player, and that aids you to convert a PPT
presentation to 23 formats of video compatible to websites like YouTube and portable
gadgets like iPod.

The conversion tool features a good performance in preserving all the original effects from
PowerPoint (e.g. animations, sounds, transitions, movie clips and internal links), a rich range
of DVD menus for screen display, a considerate setting of slide playback modes, and a
distinctive option of logo insertion for the output. Whether you are a teacher or a professional,
when taking Leawo PowerPoint to DVD Pro, you will always enjoy your presentation within
reach at office, home and on the go.

Key Features

Burn PowerPoint to DVD for Various DVD Players By creating chic DVD from
PowerPoint, it empowers you to playback a slideshow across different platforms, e.g.
from a PC to another, to a Mac, particularly to a TV with DVD player.

Convert PowerPoint to 23 Video FormatsConverts PowerPoint presentations to video
in ASF, AVI, WMV, MPEG, FLV, MP4, VOB, 3GP, 3G2, MOV, TS, DV, DAT, RM, RA,
MKV, MKA, Wii AVI, Wii MOV, NDS DPG, NDS DPG2/DPG3/DPG4.

Output PowerPoint to Standard DVD & HD DVDAllows you to set a DVD style for
selected presentation. You can select either "Standard DVD" (yields average video
quality) or "High-definition DVD" (nice for HD TV playback) in light of demand.

New input support for PowerPoint 2010It is appended with fresh support for recent
PowerPoint 2010 beta. A considerate supplement for converting your PowerPoint
2010 presentation to 22 video formats other than WMV.

Logo PowerPoint presentation for protectionColors the conversion experience with the
initial "Logo" feature that lets you add in a company trademark or your own avatar to
indentify a PowerPoint DVD and safeguard it against piratical hands.
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Navigate audience with delicate theme DVD menusProvides a wide range of DVD
menus for many occasions, themes of Business, Education, Holiday, Sports, etc.

Special presentation modes: One Animation One Chapter & One Slide One
ChapterThe former is designed for teachers and business presenters to make
emphasis points, while the latter for novice users to avoid unnecessary repeats.

Record voice narration for output DVD and video Offers a function of recording
sounds like your narrations and instructions to the output DVD or video . This works
efficiently when you forget adding an audio file in the source presentation.

Retain full of animations, music, movie clips and slide transitions Susceptible of
keeping everything from a specified PowerPoint presentation, esp. animations,
background music, movie clips and slide transitions within.

Support batch conversion of PowerPoint to DVD and PowerPoint to videoSwitches up
to 12 PPT files to sound DVD or video at once. Meet well to multi-conversion of
presentations.

Flexible output settings for diverse screen sizesOffers different video aspect ratios
(usu. 4:3 or 16:9) for different screen standards to your DVD/video slideshow.

Fast conversion with neat DVD/video outputProcesses a PowerPoint presentation in a
few seconds while fruiting a fine DVD or video slideshow. Save your time to a
maximum.

System Requirements

Microsoft PowerPoint Version: 2000/2002/2003/2007/2010
Operating System: Windows 2000/XP/Vista/Win 7
Processor Type: Pentium(500Hz) or above
RAM Capacity: 256MB at least
Available Disk Space: 2GB or larger free space
Additional: DirectX 8.1 or above; DVD writer; Windows-compatible sound card
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